Smart PTFTM

Would you like to Reduce Functional TESTING costs or
improve TESTING efficiencies?
SmartPTF automates and streamlines your PeopleSoft testing with
our set of PTF based built-in libraries and accelerators that will help
you lower QA costs while increasing efficiency and quality
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Reduces Testing Cycle
Time
Early Defect Detection
Reduces total cost of
ownership
Increases scalability
Pre-Built
Components
accelerate
test
automation projects
No
surprises
in
production,
100%
coverages for regression
testing
Reduces need to refresh
testing systems from
production

How can our Prebuilt Library be of assistance to you?
Whenever you decide to automate testing of PeopleSoft modules, be it HCM or
FSCM suite, you don’t have to start from ground up. We have already built a solid
foundation consisting of pre-built test scenarios for PeopleSoft delivered vanilla
business processes providing very wide test coverage. We will help you to enhance
this pre-built library to include your custom processes and to make it work for your
data. We also undertake to continuously enhance our prebuilt libraries as
PeopleSoft releases new features and enhancements. With our prebuilt library, you
can speed up your QA process whenever modifications are introduced to your
system in the way of Upgrades, PUM based maintenance delivery, tools upgrade
and tax updates, resulting in lower costs and accelerated deployments.

Pre-built Libraries + Services is what it takes to make the PTF project
complete
Pre-built libraries help jump-start the PTF based automation project. But for the
project to complete successfully and meet the business objective, we bundle it with
our services. We make the test cases from the library work in your environment, for
your data. Even if a certain test case from the library becomes unusable because
of a minor modification to the component (say an additional message or validation),
our services part gives you the assurance of making all the delivered test cases
from the library work in your environment. We take full ownership to make the
functional automation using PTF successful for you.

How can our Smart PTF Accelerator help you?
ü Real time synchronization of test cases defined in PTF with the
accelerator.
ü Make recorded test cases available to the users from PeopleSoft portal.
ü Record Test cases available based on the user settings
ü Create reusable Test cycles/batches
ü Run the selected Test cases from test cycles (batch)
ü Import/export functionality of test script data through PeopleSoft portal
ü Report Generation of shell tests and sending email notification of the
consolidated report from PeopleSoft Portal

www.smarterp.com

Ask about our PTF Jumpstart service
Through our fixed scope Jumpstart service, we will enable your organization and your team
to quickly come up to speed on PTF and our pre-built library. Our testing experts will
formulate a testing strategy that addresses your PeopleSoft testing automation goals,
provide basic PTF/Accelerator training to your testing automation team, and handhold your
team to enable a few selected test cases from pre-built library to successfully work in your
environment using your data. Once customer team is on their own, our remote PTF team
will help troubleshoot issues reported by customer team so that they always have a team of
experts on their side.

How We Are Different?
Our team of experienced resources very well versed with testing processes and multiple
technologies will help you best optimize your investment in testing products and provide
your business with highly comprehensive and superior services that closely meet and
exceed your testing objectives.

For More Inoformation
Call 925 271 0200
sales@smarterp.com
www.smarterp.com
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